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Abstract. This paper describes a context aware mobile service based on Short 
Message Service, SMS, and Multimedia Message Service, MMS, for use in 
tourism. The goal of this research was to determine the contextual information 
which defines the tourists while they go sightseeing in some area and to use that 
information, to present them some useful information about the places they are 
visiting. As a result from this research a prototype system was build and the 
defined use cases were tested. The built system is a good base for developing 
various services on top of it which will use the collected contextual 
information.
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1 Introduction 

With the rapid growth of technology, mobile phones and mobile devices in general, 
have become widespread, powerful communication tools able to present information 
in various different formats such as: text, pictures, audio and video. Because of such 
capabilities, they are great platform for presentation of information. People are in 
constant movement and search for information, therefore getting the right information 
in the right time at the right place is very important. Tourists as a category of people 
who are always on the move and with restricted amount and weight of things they can 
carry would be glad if they have a tourist guide in their phone. So instead of carrying 
lots of paper based tourist guides they will use a device which they always have and 
get prompt information for the place where they are located. The system I build, 
CiGLA, City Guide Location Assistant, locates the tourists and sends them some 
relevant information based on their location and the time when they sent the request. 
They can get information for historical sites, restaurants and other predefined places 
in their surroundings. 
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1.1 Context Aware Mobile Services 

The context aware mobile services are based on context, information which can be 
used to determine the state in which some entity is. The entity can be a human, a place 
or an object which is relevant for the interaction between the system and its users. In 
my case the interaction is between the system and the tourist. The state of the tourist 
can be defined by the following parameters: access time, location, mobile device 
capabilities, type of access network and some personal settings [3][4]. From the 
mentioned parameters, CiGLA uses the location, access time, type of requested 
service and chosen language. Those are the parameters which are used for message 
generation. 

Fig. 1. Context model for mobile cartography. 

Figure 1 represents the context model for mobile cartography and the interaction 
between the user and the system. It can be clearly seen that the user in need of 
information performs some activities and the system reacts accordingly to these 
activities and the state of the user.  
�

1.2 Location Based Services 

The Location Based Services, LBS, are services available to the users of mobile 
devices. The location of the users is determined by the systems of the mobile 
operators GSM network or GPS. There are two types of positioning in GSM network, 
cell based (the area covered by one cell) less precise and triangulation based, the most 
precise method [4].  

Figure 2 represents Location interoperability form (LIF) [5], the flow of the 
positioning data when the user accesses the resources via web browser and a mobile 
device. The most frequently used medium for LBS is the SMS message. The common 
usage of the location based services is giving information how to get somewhere (in 
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stages), location based marketing, tracking people or goods, locating a nearby object 
such as bank, restaurant, shop etc. 

Fig. 2. Location interoperability form (LIF). 

2 Related work 

There are different types of mobile tourist guides available, which are based on 
different technologies and users are accessing the information in different ways. Some 
of them are installed as applications on the phone (they don't use context) and some of 
them have interaction, track the user and send information. The most of them are 
client/server web applications, which are sending web pages adapted for the user's 
device [7][8]. Some of them enable personal customization of the data presentation. 
This method of data presentation is bad because the charge rates for internet access 
while the user is abroad are very high. The other drawback is that the content must be 
adapted for many different types of devices, which means more processing on the 
server side. From the applications which I found during my research the once worth to 
mention are: COMPASS - COntext-aware Mobile Personal  ASSistant, CRUMPET - 
Creation of User-friendly Mobile Services Personalized for Tourism , GUIDE, Lol@ 
- Local Location assistant, MobiDENK, m-ToGuide. 

3 System overview 

CiGLA is a system that tracks the tourist location in some defined area and based on 
it sends information of interest to the tourists. In the area where the tourists are 
moving, some locations are marked because they are considered to be of tourist 
interest. These locations are called Points of Interest, POI and can include: historical 
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sites, restaurants, cash machines theatres, museums etc. The system can 
autonomously track the users and send relevant information or the users can request 
information by sending Unstructured Supplementary Data, USSD, requests or SMS 
messages. These requests have predefined format which is shown in Table 1. 
�

Table 1. USSD and SMS request format. 

Type of request Format

USSD *USSD_CODE*REQUEST_CODE*TYPE_OF_DATA# 
example: *156*250*1# 

SMS KEYWORD POI_ID TYPE_OF_DATA 
example: INFO 250 MMS 

CiGLA supports sending of relevant information as SMS, picture MMS or video 
MMS. For automatic receiving of messages the tourist has to subscribe to a 
sightseeing tour. The sightseeing tours are groups of indexed POIs. If the user is 
located at a specific POI he/she will automatically receive message with directions 
how to get to the next POI in the tour. The sending of the messages with directions 
how to get from a specific POI to another is strictly defined. If we want the system to 
send directions to a specific POI from a random location, a Geographic Information 
System, GIS, must be used. The messages are sent in the user's native language or a 
predefined language. The user's native language is determined by the user's phone 
number. 

From technical point of view the system has common architecture for systems for 
Mobile Value Added Services, VAS [10][11][12]. 
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Fig. 3. System architecture 

�
As it can be seen on Figure 3, the system is interconnected with the core systems 

from the mobile operator network with Gateways, GW. They are transforming the 
communication from the elements of the core network of the Telecom operator to IP 
communication. Through this elements CiGLA sends SMS and MMS messages, gets 
the location of the users and requests services from other external systems. The 
system doesn't do any content adaptation for MMS messages, that operation should be 
implemented in the Multimedia Message Center, MMSC. It doesn't enable any billing 
functionality as well. The only statistics that can be gathered from the system is the 
amount of a specific message type which is send to some user or group of users. From 
user point of view the good characteristics of the system are: fully user oriented 
solution, sending requests via USSD which is free of charge and automatic detection 
of the user's language. From technical point of view the good thing is that the system 
is based on GSM network with standard technologies such as SMS and MMS and the 
server side logic is based on well proven architecture which enables high availability 
and reliability. The bad thing about this solution is that sending SMS and MMS works 
with store and forward mechanism. The messages are first stored in the appropriate 
system in the mobile operator's core network and then are sent. This means that the 
message delivery might be delayed due to high system load. The other problem is that 
because the messages are send to the user's native language they are using UTF-8 
encoding which means that the SMS messages will have smaller payload in number 
of characters and more than one message will be sent per request. The other thing is 
that the size of the MMS messages is usually limited to few hundred kilo bytes and 
the expensive GPRS roaming. 
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4 System implementation 

During the development of the system I used Free/Open Source Software, FOSS, 
technologies only. Every software component was carefully chosen and because the 
whole system works in a GSM network, some GSM standards are satisfied. The goal 
of the system development was to build secure, stable, reliable, modular system which 
can be easily customised to the customer needs and in the same time to have low 
price. The FOSS licences enable the software to be used for whatever we want and 
the access to the source code and the big user community assures us that we can 
easily tailor the whole solution to our needs. From other point of view, usually the 
FOSS has lower cost or we can get it free of charge. To assure big modularity and 
scalability the whole system has layered design and all the software components are 
written using object-oriented concepts. The system has three layers: Operating System 
and System for Monitoring and Clustering, Application Server and Application Layer. 
The administration interface of the system was build and tested on Linux platform 
using the LAMP (Linux-Apache-MySql-Php) architecture as application server. The 
back-end server was build using the QT C++ Framework, which assures speed and 
easy extensibility with additional modules. The operating system is GNU/Linux – 
Ubuntu server with all necessary OS system services for clustering, monitoring and 
high-availability. The prototype application is written in PHP. The whole system is 
shown on Figure 4. The communication protocols were chosen in a way to enable 
easy integration with other systems. For communication between other systems HTTP 
communication is used. The generation of SMS messages complies the GSM 03.38 
specification and SMIL 2.0 (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) for 
generation of MMS messages. The application for management uses HTML 4.0 and 
JavaScript. 
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Fig. 4. The layered design of the system. 

CiGLA is deployed as cluster server with two nodes which work in active – standby 
mode. The clustering and monitoring software monitors the state of the running 
services and in case of failure, it transfers the whole workload from the active to the 
standby node. The whole cluster is accessible through virtual IP address. This 
deployment strategy enables continuous work without service outage. The system can 
be deployed as a part of mobile operator's VAS platforms or as a third-party VAS 
provider. 
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5 Test results 

Because of the specific architecture of the system, the tests were made in laboratory. 
The main reason for doing this is that in Macedonia there is no operator which has 
system for fine tracking of the subscribers and unavailability USSD gateway access. 
Complete functionality of all software components was tested each one on its own 
and the interaction between them. Tests were made in two separate stages: the core 
functionality and the web interface for administration. The location of the users was 
simulated by manually sending location information to the system. The message 
delivery was tested with Kannel SMSGW and Mbuni MMSGW connected to a 
mobile phone which was used for sending and receiving messages. The service 
requests were made via SMS and the content was delivered via SMS and MMS. The 
tests have shown that the system requirements were completely satisfied and the 
system works correctly in all specified circumstances. 

6 Conclusion

The goal of the research to determine the tourist behavior and to design and build a 
mobile tourist guide is completely accomplished. If the requirements, expected results 
and actual results are compared it can be seen that the task is completed successfully. 
If the system is deployed in some mobile network there is a possibility that some 
interfaces to external system will have to be reconfigured or new interfaces to be 
developed. The built system is a good base for building new mobile services and 
extending its functionalities. This means extension of the context which characterizes 
the tourists: for example detection of the type of network the user is connected to 2G, 
2.5G or 3G and sending richer content, audio or video streaming; Adding GIS server 
would enable locating and routing the user more precisely without the need  users to 
be at predefined POI; The database of user actions, movement in the area or taken 
photos can be used for building online communities (social-networking web sites) 
where users can share photos and impressions of the places they visit. 
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